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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In 1981, AAR Manufacturing, Inc., purchased the property of the former Brooks and Perkins 
site.  Brooks and Perkins operated, using licensed material, between the years of 1957-1971 
and produced products from thorium alloy including ingots containing approximately 2% 
thorium.  Brooks and Perkins was authorized under an Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) 
license to possess and use 6,804 kg (15,000 pounds) of thorium, as contained in thorium 
master and magnesium alloys. 
 
The Brooks and Perkins license was terminated in 1971.  The AAR site was brought to the 
attention of the NRC in 1994, through the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) terminated 
license review project.  After ORNL review of the terminated license file, Region III conducted 
an inspection on February 23, 1994, to review the former licensee's activities and to determine if 
the facilities had been adequately decontaminated prior to terminating the license.  Results from 
several soil samples showed thorium concentrations in excess of NRC release criteria.  In 
August 1994, the AAR site was added to the Site Decommissioning Management Plan (SDMP) 
list. 
 
Site characterization activities were performed by AAR consultant B. Koh & Associates, Inc., in 
1995, 1998, and 2000.  Using data from these site characterizations, dose assessments were 
submitted by AAR to the NRC in 2000 and 2002.   
 
NRC and AAR representatives met on October 29, 2002 to discuss decommissioning options 
for the site, including restricted use.  AAR presented its proposal for a possible restricted 
release of the western portion of the site (western parcel) and unrestricted release of the 
eastern portion of the site (eastern parcel).  The proposed restrictions on the site would allow 
only industrial use of the site, prohibiting farming and prohibiting residential use of the site.  In 
addition, the restrictions would transfer to any subsequent owners of the property through the 
deed.  This plan for restricted use of the western parcel and unrestricted use of the eastern 
parcel is the current plan by AAR. 
 
Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE, 2004) conducted additional confirmatory 
surveys of portions of the AAR site at the request of NRC in 2003.  In April 2004, NRC sent AAR 
a letter presenting derived concentration guideline levels (DCGLs) for average concentrations in 
smaller elevated areas of 100 m2.  The letter listed specific areas of the site recommended for 
remediation, based on comparison of the elevated area DCGLs with data collected from 
previous characterizations including the most recent ORISE survey.   
 
In June 2005, on behalf of AAR, Partners Environmental submitted a revised probabilistic dose 
analysis and proposed remedial action plan based on NRC’s evaluation.  AAR proposed to 
remove soil to a depth of 1 meter in three 10 m x 10 m (100 m2) sampling grids with arithmetic 
average concentrations greater than the NRC’s calculated DCGLs.  NRC staff reviewed AAR’s 
revised dose assessment and identified a number of potential issues that were later addressed
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by AAR in a revised submittal dated August 2006.  In the August 2006 revision, AAR proposed 
to remove to a depth of one meter contaminated soils in grids 118 and 210 in the eastern parcel 
of the site and from grids 249, 73, 100, and 219 in the western parcel.  Based on the results of 
the revised dose assessment, NRC staff determined that the revised assessment demonstrated 
that after completion of the planned remediation, AAR could be in compliance with the dose 
limits in 10 CFR Part 20, Subpart E (“Radiological Criteria for License Termination” or the 
License Termination Rule (LTR)), when considering average concentrations in the western 
parcel and the most contaminated section (i.e., Sector A) in the eastern parcel.  On October 27, 
2006, NRC sent AAR a letter documenting the results of its review [ML062980515].  
Performance assessment staff documented the details of their review in the “Radiological Risk 
Assessment for the AAR Site in Livonia, Michigan, December 2006” (Barr, 2006).  This 
document is attached to the memorandum dated February 21, 2007 [ML070390021].   
 
On November 14, 2006, AAR submitted the Remedial Work Plan for remediation activities to be 
undertaken at the AAR site, in support of its August 7, 2006, letter [ML063330360].  The 
Region III inspector conducted onsite visits on November 22, 2006 and January 23, 2007 to 
observe remediation activities and completed in-office review through April 18, 2007, to review 
the results of the onsite observations.  On April 18, 2007, NRC issued the inspection report 
[ML071080357], in which it was determined that AAR conducted the remediation in accordance 
with the Remedial Work Plan.   
 
On April 11, 2007, AAR submitted the “Final Site Remediation Report for the Former Brooks 
and Perkins Site, Livonia, Michigan” [ML071100399].  This submittal documented the final 
remedial activities conducted by AAR.  In the transmittal letter, AAR requested that the NRC 
execute the Settlement Agreement and Restrictive Covenant previously negotiated between 
AAR and NRC legal counsels. 
 
After AAR submitted its final remediation report, technical issues were raised by NRC staff on 
the appropriateness of the DCGLs for elevated areas (e.g., scenarios and parameters used in 
shielding calculations).  NRC staff considered it prudent to re-evaluate the dose from elevated 
areas.  Additional potential issues were also raised regarding consistency of the site-wide 
assessment with assumptions made in the updated elevated area analysis (e.g., assumptions 
regarding erosion at the site).  A decision was made to consider the combined impacts from 
smaller 100 m2 elevated areas and the general contamination over larger areas of the western 
and eastern parcels as part of this revised assessment.  As part of this effort, additional 
refinements to key parameter values such as (i) the external gamma shielding factor affecting 
external dose calculations and (ii) the radium plant transfer factor and plant ingestion rates 
affecting plant pathway dose calculations were made.   
 
This report presents updated results of a combined dose assessment that considers both 
contamination from smaller, 100 m2 elevated areas or “hot spots”, as well as general 
contamination in larger areas of the western and eastern parcels.  Section III presents 
concentrations for a number of scenarios described in Section IV.  Results are provided in 
Section V. 
 
II. FACILITY DESCRIPTION/OPERATING HISTORY 
 
Facility Description 
 
AAR is located in Livonia, Michigan approximately 20 miles northwest of downtown Detroit, MI, 
in Wayne County (see Figure 1).  The AAR site is divided into two areas, an eastern and 
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western parcel (see Figure 2).  The current AAR site consists of a 16,000 m2 (172,000 ft2) 
facility that houses the engineering and administrative offices, a manufacturing area, pickling 
area, materials storage area, and milling area; and a separate 140 m2 (1500 ft2) paint storage 
building (see Figures 2 and 3).  A gravel parking area is also located in the western-most part of 
the eastern parcel (see Figure 3).  The site is bordered on the north by light commercial 
developments, on the east by Inkster Road, on the south by the Chessie System Railroad 
tracks, and on the west by a commercial facility (trucking).   
 
The original site consisted of two buildings, an old commercial building and mill.  By 1970, an 
addition had been erected on the northeastern portion of the property that connected to the old 
commercial building.  Prior to the purchase of the property by AAR, another addition connecting 
to the old mill was added over existing contaminated soil.  This soil was remediated in 2000.   
 
Operating History 
 
Former AEC licensee, Brooks and Perkins, manufactured products from master thorium alloys 
beginning in 1957.  Licensed activities1 included rolling, melting, casting, forming, cutting, 
sanding, and welding manufactured products containing the licensed source material.  Metal 
alloy was received and stored in closed drums until just prior to use.  The master alloy was 
heated, melted, and then poured into molds.  The castings were removed from the molds, cut, 
and trimmed after the material had cooled.  The metal scrap was recovered, heated and melted, 
and then rolled into sheets that were further heated and formed, and then pickled in an acid 
bath.  The final product was sanded, ground, and brushed prior to shipping. 
 
In 1971, Brooks and Perkins requested license termination.  A radiological survey was initially 
performed in 1970 by Brooks and Perkins to support license termination.  As a result of the 
survey, Brooks and Perkins agreed to remove and dispose of thorium-bearing wastes at the 
recommendation of their consultant.  Brooks and Perkins informed AEC that they had removed 
and disposed of the wastes as recommended by its consultant in May 1971.  Brooks and 
Perkins’ license was subsequently terminated later that month.  AAR purchased the former 
Brooks and Perkins site in 1981. 
 
The AAR site was investigated as part of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) terminated 
license review project.  In 1994, the US NRC Region III conducted an inspection of building and 
soil residual contamination at the site.  During the inspection, several areas were identified with 
radiation levels above background.  Also, results from several soil samples revealed residual 
concentrations in excess of NRC release criteria in effect at the time.  In August 1994, the site 
was added to the SDMP list. 
 
B. Koh and Associates, Inc., performed characterization surveys in 1995 and 1998, limited 
remediation in 2000, and additional sampling of the remediated area in March 2000.  At the 
request of the NRC, ORISE conducted sampling of portions of the soil contamination in August 
2003.   
 
In November 2002, AAR submitted a dose assessment to demonstrate compliance with the LTR 
using source concentrations that represented the geometric mean of characterization data 
collected at the site.  NRC requested additional information on February 13, 2003, to which AAR 
responded by letter dated April 15, 2003.  In May 2004, NRC and AAR participated in a 

                                                 
1 Brooks and Perkins was initially licensed in January 17, 1957 by the AEC (Source Material License No. 
D-547).  This license was superseded on August 10, 1961 (License No. STB-0362). 
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teleconference, at which time, NRC directed AAR to use an arithmetic average in lieu of a 
geometric mean concentration for contaminated soils at the site.  In a letter dated April 2004, 
NRC provided AAR results of its calculation of elevated measurement concentration limits for 
100 m2 areas based on the most limiting scenario, a resident gardener scenario for both the 
western and eastern parcel.  In a June 2005 submittal, AAR proposed to remove and dispose of 
thorium contaminated soil to a depth of 1 meter from three grids (each grid represents a 100 m2 
area) including: 118 and 210 in the eastern parcel, and 249 in the western parcel (see Figure 2) 
that each contain average concentrations above the elevated measurement concentration limits 
or DCGLs for 100 m2 areas of the site.  AAR calculated arithmetic mean source concentrations 
consistent with the proposed soil removal remedial action and submitted a revised dose 
assessment using these revised source concentrations. 
 
NRC staff reviewed AAR’s June 2005 submittal and identified a number of issues with its dose 
assessment.  AAR addressed these issues and proposed to remove contaminated soil from the 
0-1 meter soil interval in three additional survey grid locations in the western parcel in an August 
2006 submittal.  These three additional survey grid locations are 73, 100, and 219.  AAR 
attempted to demonstrate that with removal of contamination in these three additional grids, it 
could meet restricted release limits for the western parcel.  AAR also attempted to demonstrate 
that it could meet unrestricted release limits for the eastern parcel.   
 
NRC staff reviewed AAR’s revised analyses and completed an independent assessment.  Staff 
determined that AAR’s revised assessment addressed all the issues raised in NRC’s previous 
RAI and demonstrated that, after completion of the planned remediation, the site would meet 
both the unrestricted release (for eastern parcel) and restricted release (for western parcel of 
site) dose limits in the LTR.  Staff documented details of its review of the dose assessment in 
the “Radiological Risk Assessment for the AAR Site in Livonia, Michigan, December 2006,” 
(Barr, 2006) attached to the memorandum dated February 21, 2007 [ML070390021].   
 
This current report updates the December 2006 report, including new results for a combined 
dose assessment that evaluates the risk of elevated areas of contamination in combination with 
general contamination over larger areas of the site in both the western and eastern parcels.  
Updated source concentrations developed for this analysis are presented in Section III.  
Scenarios evaluated for the combined dose assessment are presented in Section IV. 
 
III. SOURCE CONCENTRATIONS 
 
Revised source concentrations for elevated areas or “hot spots” and general contamination in 
both the eastern and western parcels were developed for use in the combined dose 
assessment.  Additionally, revised estimates of background thorium concentrations and relative 
concentrations of thorium isotopes were derived (i.e., AAR assumed a ratio of 1:1:2 of 
Th-232:Th-228:Th-230 based on a smaller set of data then what was used for the calculations 
performed for this dose assessment that resulted in a significantly higher net ratio of 1:1:2.62).  
The net (with background subtracted) concentrations are provided in Table 1 below for each of 
the scenarios discussed in Section IV.  A more detailed description of the development of 
source concentrations is provided in Appendix A. 
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Table 1  Elevated Area, 0 to 1 m, and 1 to 2 m Interval General Area Concentrations  
Used for Various Scenarios Listed in Section IV 

Concentrations (pCi/g *) 
Scenario Parcel Net Th-232 Net Th-230 

1a/c/d and 2a    
Elevated area Western 55.15 144.49 
0 to 1 meter interval  9.80 25.68 
1 to 2 meter interval  2.80 7.34 
1b and 2b Eastern   
Elevated area  16.34 42.80 
0 to 1 meter interval  1.84 4.81 
1 to 2 meter interval  0.37 0.96 
3 Western   
Elevated area  55.15 144.49 
0 to 1 meter interval  6.21 16.27 
1 to 2 meter interval  4.27 11.18 
4a^ Western   
0 to 1 meter interval  5.7-17.9 14.8-47.0 
1 to 2 meter interval  2.17 5.69 
4b^ Eastern   
0 to 1 meter interval  0.58-6.04 1.52-15.8 
1 to 2 meter interval  1.26 3.29 
5a/b/c Western   
0 to 1 meter interval  10.60 27.78 
1 to 2 meter interval  2.80 7.34 
5d Eastern   
0 to 1 meter interval  1.98 5.19 
1 to 2 meter interval  0.37 0.96 
5d2 Eastern   
0 to 1 meter interval  1.45 3.8
1 to 2 meter interval#  0.37 0.96 
6 Western   
0 to 1 meter interval  22.34 58.54 
*For Bq/g, multiply by 0.037 Bq/g. 
^A range of concentrations is provided for the 0-1 m interval to account for 
uncertainty/variability in the exposure area concentration based on the location of the exposure 
area within the parcel.  A single (maximum) 1 to 2 m interval concentration was used to simplify 
the calculations but is not expected to significantly impact the results. 
#Due to the low risk significance of the 1-2 m interval, the concentration is the same as 
reported for scenario 5d. 

 
 
IV. SCENARIOS 
 
Unless otherwise indicated, for all scenarios, a resident scenario was used to demonstrate 
compliance with radiological criteria for license termination, in accordance with 10 CFR 20.1402 
(for unrestricted release of the eastern parcel) and with 10 CFR 20.1403(e) (for loss of 
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institutional controls associated with restricted use of the western parcel). 2  Pathways for this 
scenario include the external gamma radiation, inhalation, soil, meat, milk, aquatic foods, and 
plant ingestion.  As shallow groundwater is not expected to be a viable source of drinking water, 
this pathway was eliminated from consideration.  Staff documented its evaluation of elimination 
of this pathway in a memorandum dated December 2009 (Barr, 2009).  An industrial scenario 
was assumed to demonstrate compliance with the dose criterion in 10 CFR 20.1403(b) (for 
restricted use of the western parcel with institutional controls in place).  The pathways evaluated 
for this scenario include external gamma radiation, inhalation and soil ingestion. 
 
Because the western parcel of the site is heavily wooded, and it is possible that institutional 
controls may fail later or the site is developed later rather than earlier in the compliance period, 
an additional recreational scenario was also evaluated for a hiker traversing the western parcel.  
The reduced occupancy factor of 0.04 of outdoor exposure, which represents a total of 1 
hour/day spent walking through the approximately 112 m x 55 m (6175 m2) area of the western 
parcel, is expected to be reasonably conservative for this scenario.  Pathways of exposure 
include external radiation, inhalation, and soil ingestion.  Inhalation and ingestion rates utilized 
for the resident gardener are also assumed for the recreational scenario and are expected to be 
conservative. 
 
A summary description of each of the scenarios evaluated in this analysis is provided in Table 2 
below.  A more detailed description that includes additional information on pathways and 
important parameters is found in Appendix B.  A range of scenarios is evaluated to represent 
the potential range in receptor/source geometries (e.g., highest 100 m2 elevated area directly 
underneath the house or side gradient of the house; and larger elevated area underneath and 
surrounding house).  The variation in scenarios also represents the variability over individual 
members of the critical group (e.g., different building types for resident gardener).  Based on 
information provided in the US Census (see discussion in Appendix C), approximately 
78 percent of homes in the Midwest are built with a basement.  Therefore, the basement 
scenario is expected to be the most likely building type, although a slab home with wood frame 

                                                 
2 § 20.1402 Radiological criteria for unrestricted use.  A site will be considered acceptable for unrestricted use if the 
residual radioactivity that is distinguishable from background radiation results in a TEDE to an average member of 
the critical group that does not exceed 25 mrem (0.25 mSv) per year, including that from groundwater sources of 
drinking water, and the residual radioactivity has been reduced to levels that are as low as reasonably achievable 
(ALARA). Determination of the levels which are ALARA must take into account consideration of any detriments, 
such as deaths from transportation accidents, expected to potentially result from decontamination and waste 
disposal. 
§ 20.1403 Criteria for license termination under restricted conditions. 
A site will be considered acceptable for license termination under restricted conditions if: 
(a) The licensee can demonstrate that further reductions in residual radioactivity necessary to comply with the 
provisions of § 20.1402 would result in net public or environmental harm or were not being made because the 
residual levels associated with restricted conditions are ALARA. Determination of the levels which are ALARA 
must take into account consideration of any detriments, such as traffic accidents, expected to potentially result from 
decontamination and waste disposal; 
(b) The licensee has made provisions for legally enforceable institutional controls that provide reasonable assurance 
that the TEDE from residual radioactivity distinguishable from background to the average member of the critical 
group will not exceed 25 mrem (0.25 mSv) per year… 
(e) Residual radioactivity at the site has been reduced so that if the institutional controls were no longer in effect, 
there is reasonable assurance that the TEDE from residual radioactivity distinguishable from background to the 
average member of the critical group is as low as reasonably achievable and would not exceed either-- 
(1) 100 mrem (1 mSv) per year; or 
(2) 500 mrem (5 mSv) per year provided the licensee--… 
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is assumed for many of the scenarios for conservatism.  Some scenarios are evaluated to 
address uncertainty in scenarios, exposure area concentration, and other factors, while others 
are recommended for direct comparison against radiological criteria for license termination (i.e., 
base case Scenarios 5a-d that evaluate various land use scenarios under (i) institutional 
controls remaining in place, and (ii) loss of institutional controls).   
 
Scenario 6 in Table 2 includes a dose calculation for the external dose to a receptor in the 
eastern parcel from contamination in the western parcel, which is averaged over the nearest 
column of 10 m x 10 m grids in the western parcel on the boundary with the eastern parcel.  The 
receptor is assumed to receive external exposure from both outdoor and indoor activities in the 
eastern parcel.  The dose results from this scenario could be added to the dose results from the 
other scenarios that evaluate dose to a resident gardener on the eastern parcel and can be 
viewed as a safety margin for the eastern parcel to ensure LTR criteria for unrestricted use can 
be met. 
 
Based on sensitivity and uncertainty analysis performed previously (Barr, 2006), the most 
important parameters impacting dose were external gamma shielding factor, occupancy factors, 
plant ingestion rates, radium plant transfer factor, depth of roots, erosion rates, and other 
parameters affecting leaching (e.g., precipitation rates, runoff coefficient, evapotranspiration 
rates).  Problem- and site-specific external gamma shielding factors were developed using the 
MCNPX code (a general purpose Monte Carlo N-Particle [neutron, photon, and electron] 
transport code) (see Appendix C) for the gamma energies expected at this site and various 
building types.  Occupancy factors are fixed consistent with the scenario being evaluated.  An 
additional literature review was performed to refine plant ingestion rates and the radium plant 
transfer factor (see Table 2 below).  Site- and scenario-specific values were used for the 
precipitation and irrigation rates as discussed further below, and default parameter distributions 
available in RESRAD were used for other uncertain parameters (e.g., runoff coefficient, 
evapotranspiration rates, depth of roots, erosion rates). 
 
As stated above, NRC staff also used radionuclide-specific external gamma shielding factors for 
various building types in the current analysis.  The approach used is similar to that used to 
develop parameter distributions in the probabilistic DandD and RESRAD codes (i.e., 
consideration of various building types).  However, absent problem-specific information on 
radionuclide gamma energies, a generic analysis was performed to derive the DandD and 
RESRAD parameter distributions to estimate an external gamma shielding factor based on a 
range of both gamma energies and building types.  The MCNPX (LANL, 2005) modeling 
performed for this analysis is expected to significantly reduce the uncertainty in the risk 
calculations due to uncertainty in the actual mix of radionuclides and gamma energies present 
at the site.  It is important to note that the refinements in the radium plant transfer factor and 
plant ingestion rates in this analysis led to a significant reduction in the dose from the plant 
ingestion pathway such that the external dose pathway is currently the most significant 
contributor to dose. 
 
As stated above, NRC staff used updated homegrown produce ingestion rates for vegetables 
and fruits, using data provided in US EPA’s Exposure Factors Handbook, for a resident 
(gardener) scenario (US EPA 1997).  Table 9-21 (US EPA, 1997) provides estimates of total 
produce and leafy vegetable consumption rates for the North Central region where Livonia, MI is 
located.  Coupled with information provided in Table 13-71 (US EPA, 1997) of the fraction of 
food that is home produced for those households that garden, revised estimates of fruits, 
vegetables (assumed to be roots for conservatism), and leafy vegetables were derived (see 
Table 3).  Because no information was provided on grain ingestion rates, total grain ingestion 
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rates consistent with DandD default values recommended for use by NRC for the resident 
gardener scenario were assumed.  As no information was provided on the fraction of grain that 
is home produced (used to correct the total grain ingestion rates or the fraction of contaminated 
grain) in Table 13-71 (US EPA, 1997), the value for home produced vegetables was assumed 
for grain.  This assumption is expected to be conservative as many households grow vegetables 
but not necessarily grain products.   
 
As stated above, the radium plant transfer factor was calculated based on a weighted average 
of the plant transfer factors for radium, from the latest information available in the literature 
(Vandenhove, 2008), which will also be included in the next updated revision of International 
Atomic Energy Agency Technical Document TRS364 entitled, “Radioecological Models and 
Parameters for Radiological Assessment.”  The transfer factors were weighted based on the 
relative ingestion rates of four plant types:  fruits, grains, leafy vegetables, and other vegetables 
(assumed to be root vegetables which is expected to represent the largest category of 
vegetables and which also has the highest plant transfer factors of remaining plant types).  The 
composite plant transfer factor for radium, which represents a best estimate, is 0.014. 
 
A complete list of parameter values used by AAR in its dose assessment is provided in 
Appendix D.  Appendix D also summarizes changes to AAR’s parameters for the resident 
gardener in the combined dose assessment.  Parameters related to the external dose, soil 
ingestion, and inhalation pathways evaluated in the industrial scenario (5c) are generally the 
same as they are for the residential scenario with the most noteworthy difference being the 
occupancy factors which are lowered to 0.17 for indoor exposure and 0.06 for outdoor 
exposure.  Two different shielding factors representative of a wood-framed building (0.37) and 
brick building (0.20) were run in scenario 5c for comparison. 
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Table 2  List of Scenarios Run in Combined Dose Assessment.  All Western Scenarios 
Assume a Loss of Institutional Controls for Restricted Release (Except Scenario 5c).3 

ID 
 
Description 

Western Parcel Scenarios 

 
Scenarios Recommended for Direct Comparison Against Radiological Criteria for License 
Termination 

5a 
Average concentrations for entire western parcel with a resident gardener receptor (updates Barr 
[2006] dose estimate) 

5b 
Average concentrations for entire western parcel with recreational receptor with the implicit assumption 
that institutional controls fail and the site is not developed (new scenario) 

5c 
Average concentrations for entire western parcel with industrial receptor which represents the case 
where institutional controls are assumed to remain in place (updates Barr [2006] dose estimate). 

 
Other Scenarios Evaluated to Provide Information on the Potential Uncertainty or Variability In 
Predicted Doses Due to Various Factors 

1a 

Most elevated area (100 m2 grid 247) of the western parcel is located under the receptor’s house—no 
erosion is assumed for wooded western parcel implicit with the assumption that institutional controls fail 
late in the compliance period (or land remains undeveloped until late in the compliance period), and the 
land remains wooded in the interim.   

1c 

Most elevated area (100 m2 grid 247) of the western parcel is assumed to be located under the 
receptor’s house—uncertain erosion is assumed consistent with the assumption that institutional 
controls fail earlier rather than later in the compliance period or the land is developed, allowing erosion 
to occur on the western parcel.   

1d Same as 1a with crawlspace instead of concrete base slab. 

2a 
Same as 1a except with the most elevated area (100 m2 grid 247) assumed to be side gradient of 
house (coincident with garden) with a basement. 

3 

Same as 2a, with no differentiation between western and eastern parcels and smaller exposure area 
(2500 m2) surrounding the highest elevated area (100 m2 grid 247), which is a grid located in the 
western parcel on the border with the eastern parcel.  Represents the case where institutional controls 
fail early or both parcels are developed concurrently for residential use. 

4a 
Smaller exposure areas (around 2000 m2 in area) including area that encompasses the most elevated 
region in the southern portion of western parcel as shown on Figure A-1. 

Eastern Parcel Scenarios 

 
Scenarios Recommended for Direct Comparison Against Radiological Criteria for License 
Termination 

5d 
Average concentrations for entire eastern parcel, Sector A, with a resident gardener receptor (updates 
Barr [2006] dose estimate). 

 
Other Scenarios Evaluated to Provide Information on the Potential Uncertainty or Variability In 
Predicted Doses Due to Various Factors 

1b 
Most elevated area (100 m2 grid 214) of the eastern parcel is assumed to be located under the 
receptor’s house—uncertain erosion is assumed for this currently developed area of the AAR site.   

2b 
Same as 1b except with the most elevated area (100 m2 grid 214) assumed to be side gradient of 
house (coincident with a garden) with a basement. 

4b 
Smaller exposure areas (around 2000 m2 in area) in impacted areas of the eastern parcel including an 
area that encompasses the most elevated region in the eastern parcel as shown on Figures A-1 and 
A-2. 

5d2 
Same as 5d with the exposure area shifted over 1 grid length (10 m) to the east.  This represents a 
situation where the line of demarcation (separating eastern and western parcels) is moved 10 m to the 
east.   

6 
Contribution of western area contamination to external dose to eastern resident gardener receptor 
(intended to be added to dose from other eastern parcel scenarios).  

                                                 
3 All scenarios are for a resident gardener (assumes loss of institutional controls for western parcel under assumed restricted  
release and unrestricted use for eastern parcel) unless otherwise stated. 
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Table 3  Calculated Homegrown Ingestion Rates for Midwest Region and Composite 
Radium Plant Transfer Factor 
Plant Type Homegrown 

Ingestion Rates 
kg/yr 

Radium Plant 
Transfer Factor 
(unitless, wet 
weight)4 

Notes5 

Fruit 5.7 0.003 Ingestion rate from Table 9-21 
and fraction home produced 
based on exposed fruits value 
from Table 13-71 (US EPA 
1997) 

Vegetable 7 0.018 Ingestion rate from Table 9-21 
and fraction home produced 
based on total vegetable value 
from Table 13-71 (US EPA 
1997) 

Grain 12 0.016 Ingestion rate from NUREG 
5512, Volume 1 (NRC, 1992) 
and fraction home produced 
based on total vegetable value 
in Table 13-71 (US EPA 1997) 

Total (fruit, 
vegetable, grain) 

24.7 -- Composite ingestion rate is 
used in RESRAD 

Leafy 
Vegetables 

3.2 0.018 Ingestion rate from Table 9-21 
and fraction home produced 
based on exposed vegetable 
value from Table 13-71 (US 
EPA 1997).  Separate ingestion 
rate for leafy vegetables is 
provided in RESRAD. 

Total 28 0.014 Composite Ra plant transfer 
factor weighted by ingestion 
rate for each plant type for use 
in RESRAD (only one value is 
used). 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
4 Radium plant transfer factors were based on the most recent information available from the literature.  A composite 
value was calculated for all plants based on the fraction ingested for each plant type listed in Table 3. 
5 Table 9-21 provides mean ingestion rates for various regions of the United States.  Values for the North Central 
region, which includes Michigan, were used.  A mean value for “total produce” is provided with no differentiation 
between fruits and vegetables.  The fraction of fruits and vegetables based on DandD mean ingestion rates was used 
to apportion the “total produce” ingestion rate to the classes fruits and vegetables.  “Leafy vegetable” ingestion rates 
were provided as a separate line item in Table 9-21.  No information on grain ingestion rates were provided; 
therefore, grain ingestion rates were based on the NUREG 5512, Volume 1, ingestion rate of 69 kg/yr.  Table 13-71 
provides information on the fraction food intake that is home produced.  Values for households who garden were 
used.  The more conservative value for “exposed fruits” was used for all fruits, “exposed vegetables” used for leafy 
vegetables, and the “total vegetable” value was used for grain and other vegetables. 
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Table 4 External Gamma Shielding Factors Used in the Analysis 

Scenario6 Description 
Shielding 
Factor 

 Elevated Area Shielding Factors 
1a/b/c Slab, wood siding 0.10 
1d Crawl space with wood floor, wood siding 0.36 
2a/b, 3 Basement, wood siding 0.07 

 General Area Shielding Factors 
5c Slab, brick siding (least conservative for general area) 0.24 
4a/b Slab, composite value for wood/brick siding 0.33 
2a/b, 3 Basement, wood siding 0.36 
1a/b/c/d, 5a/b/d, 6 Slab, wood siding (most conservative for general area) 0.37 

 
 
V. RESULTS 
 
The peak of the mean dose from the probabilistic analysis is reported for each of the scenarios 
listed in Section IV in Table 5 below.  Figures 4 through 7 show the updated dose results for a 
1000 year compliance period for the base case or area-wide dose assessment for the western 
and eastern parcels.  The revised dose estimates (Scenarios 5 a, c, and d) are significantly 
lower then reported in previous dose assessments (Barr, 2006).  
 
VI. SENSITIVITY AND UNCERTAINTY 
 
Previous dose assessments (Barr, 2006) document the sensitivity of results to various 
parameter values.  This information will not be repeated here.  As discussed above, results from 
these previous sensitivity analyses were used to target parameter values for refinement in this 
dose assessment. 
 
Erosion and leaching rates constitute a significant remaining source of uncertainty in the current 
dose estimates.  For example, scenario 1a results show that the dose estimates could be 
significantly higher if no erosion is assumed to occur for the western parcel which is currently 
wooded.  Assumptions regarding erosion are risk significant as the dose actually increases over 
time when no erosion is assumed due to in-growth of Th-230 daughter products (e.g., see trend 
in Figures 4 [no erosion case] and Figure 5).  Select no erosion cases were run to account for 
the uncertainty with respect to the timing of the development of the western parcel which would 
bring about changes in usage and landscape (e.g., additional scenarios were run for the 
western parcel considering development occurs late in the compliance period with the land 
remaining wooded and no erosion occurring).  For most of the scenarios, however, erosion is 
considered as some amount of erosion is expected to occur for currently developed portions of 
the site (e.g., the developed portions of the eastern parcel) and it is reasonable to assume 
development will occur within the first few hundred years when considering a loss of institutional 
controls for the currently wooded western parcel.  When erosion is considered, the rate of 
erosion is treated as an uncertain parameter using the default distribution available in RESRAD 
to account for the lack of knowledge regarding the amount of erosion that would occur for a 
developed site under various land use scenarios.  Infiltration rates were also modified consistent 
with the time the site is assumed to be developed (e.g., infiltration rates were reduced to 
insignificant levels to account for reduced infiltration expected underneath residences or 

                                                 
6 In some cases, more than one shielding factor was used for a particular scenario.  
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buildings).  Additionally, a range of Kds for a site where the subsurface soils are comprised 
primarily of less sorbing sands was used and is considered a reasonably conservative 
approach, as the default distribution in RESRAD considers a range of Kds for various soil types 
including more strongly sorbing clays.  In general, greater leaching (due to less sorption or 
higher infiltration rates) over time would lead to lower doses as Th-230 daughter products grow-
in.  
 
Another source of uncertainty in the dose estimates is related to the deterministic plant ingestion 
rates selected for this analysis.  Plant ingestion rates are normally considered scenario-specific 
and are not varied in decommissioning dose assessments.  However, because the site-specific 
values used in this assessment were obtained from US EPA Exposure Factors Handbook, and 
this handbook uses information from phone surveys, some uncertainty should be expected for 
the plant ingestion pathway.  However, the degree of uncertainty associated with this pathway is 
expected to be substantially reduced through use of the most recent information on radium plant 
transfer factors which can vary by orders of magnitude.  Therefore, the uncertainty introduced 
from plant ingestion rates is expected to be low (i.e., on the order of around a factor of three for 
the plant ingestion rates or an additional 0.1 mSv/yr (10 mrem/yr) on western, resident gardener 
scenarios) compared to other sources of uncertainty.   
 
Because the external dose pathway is the most important pathway in the current analysis, the 
results are sensitive to parameters affecting the external dose rates.   The external gamma 
shielding factor, which adjusts the dose due to shielding of a residence or building to the 
receptor while indoors, is the primary uncertain parameter leading to uncertainty in the dose 
predictions from this pathway for any given scenario.  Therefore, additional analyses were 
conducted to reduce the uncertainty in this parameter which is assumed to range from 0.04 to 1 
in RESRAD.  Appendix C provides additional details on how various source/receptor geometries 
and building types were considered using MCNPX in calculating deterministic values to use for 
this parameter value in the various scenarios evaluated.  While uncertainty in the dose 
predictions due to the site-specific radionuclide distribution (or mix of gamma energies present) 
was eliminated with use of deterministic values, scenario uncertainty or uncertainty due to the 
types of buildings a potential receptor may reside (or work) in was studied in this analysis.  The 
approach taken in RESRAD and DandD is to use a composite shielding factor that considers 
various building types to average the dose over individual members of the critical group.  
Therefore, use of a composite shielding factor (see for example scenarios 4a and 4b) is 
considered reasonable.  Additional information on certain building types that may lead to higher 
doses (and even much higher doses as is the case for the crawlspace scenario 1d) are also 
presented for information, although these scenarios or building configurations may be 
characterized as much less likely.   
 
While the uncertainty in the dose predictions could not be completely eliminated, a significant 
degree of uncertainty was eliminated due to development of key site-specific parameters most 
affecting dose, as discussed above.  Therefore, it is not deemed practical to try and further 
reduce the remaining uncertainty with the dose predictions, as the uncertainty has been 
sufficiently constrained and managed to allow decisions to be made regarding whether dose 
criteria for restricted and unrestricted use can be met. 
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Table 5  Results (Note that values in red exceed the listed dose standard)* 
ID Description Standard 

(mrem/yr)* 
Dose 

(mrem/yr)* 
Western Parcel Scenarios 

 
Scenarios Recommended for Direct Comparison Against 
Radiological Criteria for License Termination7 

  

5a 
Average concentrations for entire western parcel with a resident 
gardener receptor (updates Barr [2006] dose estimate) 

100 69 

5b 

Average concentrations for entire western parcel with recreational 
receptor with the implicit assumption that institutional controls fail and 
the site is not developed (new scenario) 

100 11 

5c 

Average concentrations for entire western parcel with industrial receptor 
which represents the case where institutional controls are assumed to 
remain in place (updates Barr [2006] dose estimate) 

25 17-20 

 
Other Scenarios Evaluated to Provide Information on the Potential 
Uncertainty or Variability In Predicted Doses Due to Various 
Factors7 

  

1a Most elevated 100 m2 area underneath the house and no erosion. 100 142 
1c Most elevated 100 m2 area underneath the house and uncertain erosion. 100 103 

1d 
Most elevated 100 m2 underneath the house with crawlspace instead of 
concrete base slab. 

100 275 

2a 
Most elevated 100 m2 side gradient of house (coincident with garden) 
with a basement. 

100 114 

3 
Most elevated 100 m2 side gradient of house (coincident with garden) 
with a basement with no differentiation between western and eastern 
parcels and smaller exposure area (2500 m2). 

100 95 

4a 
Smaller exposure areas including most elevated region in western parcel 
(see Figure A-1 in Appendix A). 

100 32-1018 

Eastern Parcel Scenarios 

 
Scenarios Recommended for Direct Comparison Against 
Radiological Criteria for License Termination7 

  

5d 
Average concentrations for entire eastern parcel, Sector A, with a 
resident gardener receptor (updates Barr [2006] dose estimate). 

25 13.4 

 
Other Scenarios Evaluated to Provide Information on the Potential 
Uncertainty or Variability In Predicted Doses Due to Various 
Factors7 

  

1b Most elevated 100 m2 area underneath the house and uncertain erosion. 25 25 

2b 
Most elevated 100 m2 side gradient of house (coincident with garden) 
with a basement. 

25 28 

4b 
Smaller exposure areas in impacted areas of the eastern parcel 
including the most elevated region in eastern parcel (see Figures A-1 
and A-2 in Appendix A). 

25 3.3-358 

5d2 
Average concentration in 5d recalculated by shifting the area 1 grid 
length (or 10 m) to the east. 

25 9.8 

6 

Estimated additional external dose to be added to eastern resident 
gardener receptor from western contamination (no shielding, and 20, 10, 
or 5 meters from boundary of western parcel, respectively).   

NA 1.3,  3.4, 
10 

*For mSv/yr, multiply by 0.01 

                                                 
7 Recommended scenarios are intended for direct comparison against radiological criteria for license termination, 
while other scenario results provide risk information to the decision-maker. 
8 A range of doses is provided for various exposure areas that are approximately 2000 m2 in the western and most 
impacted portions of the eastern parcel. 
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To provide additional information regarding the uncertainty in the dose calculations, Table 6 and 
Figure 4 below provide additional information regarding the expected range in dose for Scenario 
5a, which represents a general area contamination scenario for the western parcel under a loss 
of institutional controls (resident gardener).  Table 6 and Figure 4 show that the uncertainty in 
the dose is expected to be low at the beginning of the simulation.  Closer to the end of the 
compliance period at around 1000 years, the uncertainty in the predicted doses increases most 
likely due to assumptions regarding erosion and leaching that most significantly affect the dose 
predictions for the resident scenarios.  It is important to note that for the case of no erosion, the 
predicted doses are still under the restricted release standard of 1 mSv/y (100 mrem/yr) for 
scenario 5a (see Figure 4).  
 
Table 6 Uncertainty in Scenario 5a General Area Dose Predictions (mrem/yr*) 
Time Median Mean 95th Percentile 99th Percentile 
0 years 66 66 71 76 
10 years 67 69 72 95 
100 years 70 65 87 105 
500 years 55 54 121 141 
1000 years 2 40 144 172 

*For mSv/yr, multiply by 0.01 
 
 
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
A combined dose assessment that considered general (or average, area-wide) contamination in 
conjunction with elevated areas of contamination was performed to ensure that residual 
contamination at the AAR site could meet radiological criteria for license termination.  As part of 
this revised dose assessment, several important parameter values were refined to reduce 
uncertainty in the dose predictions.  Plant ingestion rates, radium plant transfer factor, and the 
external gamma shielding factor were found to be the three most important parameter values in 
previous dose assessments.  Additional calculations were performed in MCNPX to estimate the 
external gamma shielding factor for various building/receptor geometries and building types 
(see Appendix C).  Additional data in US EPA Exposure Factors Handbook were considered in 
developing plant ingestion rates for the North Central region of the United States where AAR is 
located.  The most up-to-date information on radium (Vandenhove 2008) was used to calculate 
a new best-estimate plant transfer factor weighted to the updated plant ingestion rates.  
Because uncertainty in the plant transfer factor for radium and external gamma shielding factor 
accounted for most of the uncertainty in the peak of the mean dose for the resident scenarios in 
previous modeling exercises, these modeling refinements are expected to significantly reduce 
the uncertainty in the dose predictions. 
 
Results of the combined dose assessment show that AAR can meet unrestricted and restricted 
release dose criteria for the eastern and western parcels for recommended compliance 
scenarios.  For other scenarios that are considered less likely, the predicted doses may exceed 
radiological criteria for license termination.  For example, bounding Scenarios 1a and 1d show 
that if (i) the highest elevated area in the western parcel is assumed to be located directly 
underneath the receptor’s house and (ii) no erosion is assumed to occur (scenario 1a) the dose 
could be 1.4 mSv/yr or 140 mrem/yr; or if (i) a crawlspace is assumed to be constructed directly 
on top of the most elevated area in the western parcel (scenario 1d) a dose of around 3 mSv/yr 
or 300 mrem/yr could result.   
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When smaller exposure areas are considered for the eastern parcel, the dose is generally below 
the unrestricted release criterion of 0.25 mSv/yr (25 mrem/yr) with two notable exceptions.  One 
case is for the area encompassing the most elevated contiguous contamination (i.e., highest 
average concentration for scenario 4b delineated with yellow dotted lines in Figure A-1 in 
Appendix A), with a calculated dose of 0.305 mSv/yr (30.5 mrem/yr), However, in this case, the 
smaller exposure area was intentionally carved out of the larger Sector A in the eastern parcel 
(see Figure A-1) in an attempt to maximize the dose.  The second case is when impacted 
portions of the eastern parcel are broken into smaller exposure units consistent with a survey 
unit type approach, as shown on Figures A-1 and A-2 in Appendix A in orange lines.  For most 
of these exposure units, the estimated doses are less than 0.25 mSv/yr (25 mrem/yr), but in one 
case the result is 0.35 mSv/yr (35 mrem/yr).  For this one case, the exposure unit includes soil 
contamination under a building called the “new addition.”  Thus, the scenario could only occur if 
the building is demolished.  It is likely that building demolishment for the purposes of residential 
development would lead to a substantial amount of soil excavation and movement, resulting in 
reduced average soil concentrations and dose over large areas.  It is important to note, 
however, that the historic measurements of soil contamination underneath the building carry 
some amount of uncertainty with them as the cleanup levels and sampling design objectives 
have changed over time (see discussion in Appendix A). 
 
Most of the scenarios that result in doses that exceed release criteria are considered unlikely 
and in some cases very unlikely (e.g., placement of a residence with or without a crawlspace 
directly on top of the most elevated 100 m2 area [grid 249] in the western parcel that is on the 
border with the eastern parcel).  Therefore, the results of the combined dose assessment 
generally support NRC staff’s previous conclusion that AAR can meet radiological criteria for 
license termination when elevated areas are considered in conjunction with general 
contamination over larger areas of the eastern and western parcels.  Because the western 
parcel is currently wooded, and buildings would need to be demolished in the eastern parcel to 
support a residential gardener scenario, substantial land disturbance would be necessary to 
prepare the western parcel for industrial or residential use, or the eastern parcel for residential 
use in the future (e.g., tree and vegetation removal, building demolition and grading or earth 
moving activities).  This land disturbance is expected to cause mixing of the soil column over 
large areas (smallest elevated area is assumed to be 100 m2) such that there are no true “hot 
spots.”  Coupled with the fact that the receptor would reasonably be expected to move around 
his house and property such that he would be exposed to various areas of the site of 
comparable area for the same amount of time, use of average concentrations over the exposure 
area (in lieu of consideration of “elevated areas”) would likely provide reasonable estimates of 
risk associated with residual contamination remaining at the site (Scenarios 4 and 5). 
 
It is significant to note that when a buffer area one grid length wide (or 10 m) is established 
between the western and eastern parcels (i.e., the line of demarcation separating the eastern 
and western parcels is shifted 10 meters to the east), the estimated dose to an eastern receptor 
decreases by approximately 0.04 mSv/yr [4 mrem/yr]) for the average exposure area evaluated 
in 5d.  The results of scenario 5d2 should be considered when evaluating ALARA criteria. 
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IX  FIGURES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1  Map of Livonia, MI, in Wayne County 
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Figure 2  Grid areas where soil was removed for the 0–1 m depth (background figure 
taken from ORISE 2004)
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Figure 3  Current AAR Facilities (taken from ORISE 2004) 
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Scenario 5a, Western Resident Gardener
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Figure 4  Updated Probabilistic Dose Assessment Results--  Western Resident Gardener 
 

Scenario 5b, Western Recreational Receptor
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Figure 5  New Probabilistic Dose Assessment Results--  Western Recreational Receptor 
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Scenario 5c, Western Industrial Receptor
Shielding Factors 0.37 (higher) and 0.20 (lower)
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Figure 6  Updated Probabilistic Dose Assessment Results--  Western Industrial Receptor 
 

Scenario 5d, Eastern Resident Receptor
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Figure 7  Updated Probabilistic Dose Assessment Results—Eastern Resident Gardener 
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APPENDIX A  AVERAGE SOIL CONCENTRATIONS FOR COMBINED DOSE ASSESSMENT 
 
The present combined dose assessment performed by NRC staff has evaluated a number of 
different exposure scenarios, for the proposed restricted and unrestricted portions of the AAR 
site.  This appendix describes the determination of the average radionuclide concentrations in 
soil that were needed for the dose assessment.  Concentrations of Th-232 and Th-230 are 
needed. 
 
Data 
 
The site soils were characterized by a contractor to AAR in November 1998, with results 
provided to NRC staff in a “Phase II” characterization report (Koh 1999).  The Phase II Report 
provides soil concentrations of thorium, reported as “total thorium.”  These “total thorium” values 
are actually Th-232 plus Th-228, and are referred to by NRC staff as natural thorium or Th-nat; 
values of Th-nat do not include concentrations of Th-230.  The Phase II report provides a series 
of figures showing the grid locations sampled and the Th-nat results (in the Phase II report, 
Figures 3a and 3b show results for the 0–1 m depth and Figures 4a and 4b show results for the 
1–2 m depth).  Figures A-1 and A-2, at the end of this appendix, are the Figures 3a and 4a from 
the Phase II Report.  The results provided are gross results (background was not subtracted).  
NRC staff used the gross Th-nat results taken from the figures in the Phase II report as the 
basis of calculated average concentrations.  In 2006 and 2007, AAR performed limited soil 
remediation, removing soil to a depth of 1 m from six 100 m2 grids on the property (grids 73, 
100, 219, and 249 in the Western parcel and grids 118 and 210 in the Eastern parcel) (Partners 
2007).  For these grids, concentrations were considered to be at background levels.   
 
The NRC staff considered background concentrations to be 0.020 Bq/g (0.55 pCi/g) for Th-230, 
based on background samples taken by ORISE (ORISE 2004), and 0.024 Bq/g (0.65 pCi/g) for 
Th-232, based on the background established by AAR (Koh 1999).   
 
Description of Areas Modeled 
 
The table below provides a description of areas modeled in the dose assessments.  Some of 
the scenarios involve elevated areas, and these scenarios require multiple average 
concentrations (for the general area, which provides part of the overall dose, and for the 
elevated area, which provides another part of the overall dose).   
 
Scenario 5 involves the full area of the western parcel or an approximately 10,000 m2 area 
covering the westernmost part of the eastern parcel (the latter referred to as Eastern Area A).  
Scenarios 1–4 involve smaller areas, chosen to include the highest average concentration for 
the size area involved.  Scenarios 1 and 2 have as the elevated area the highest concentration 
for a 100 m2 area within the western parcel and Eastern Area A.  (Note that in the eastern 
parcel, there is an elevated 100 m2 area of slightly higher concentration than that of grid 214 
(two quadrants of grid 3 combined with two quadrants of grid 42); however, that elevated grid is 
surrounded by grids with lower concentrations.  Thus, the areas surrounding grid 214 will result 
in higher estimated doses, and so are bounding.)  Scenario 3 covers the 2500 m2 general area 
around the highest concentration for a 100 m2 area.  Scenario 4 includes areas of approximately 
2000 m2consistent with a survey unit-type approach, in the western parcel and the most 
impacted portions of the eastern parcel (see Figures A-1 and A-2).  Note: two of these areas 
include soil under the building to result in a reasonable size and shape for the exposure 
scenarios.  Scenario 6 is a special case for evaluating doses due to concentrations on the 
boundary between the western and eastern areas. 
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Description of Areas for Average Concentrations 
Scenario Parcel Description Grids included 

elevated 
area 

247 western 

general area All grids in western parcel except for grid 
247 

elevated 
area 

214 

1—elevated area under house 

eastern 

general area All grids in eastern parcel except for grid 
214 

elevated 
area 

247 western 

general area All grids in western parcel except for grid 
247 

elevated 
area 

214 

2—elevated area side-gradient 
of house with basement 

eastern 

general area All grids in eastern parcel except for grid 
214 

elevated 
area 

247 3—elevated area side-gradient 
of house with basement 

western 
and 
eastern general area All grids in square bounded by corner 

grids 284, 280, 185, and 189, except grid 
247 not included. 

4a/c—smaller elevated 
exposure area 

western general area Rectangular area bounded by grids 367, 
156, 35, and 371 and other similarly sized 
exposure areas about 2000 m2 (see 
Figures A-1 and A-2). 

4b/d—smaller elevated 
exposure area 

eastern general area Rectangular area bounded by grids 216, 
212, 93, and 97 and other similarly sized 
exposure areas about 2000 m2 (see 
Figures A-1 and A-2). 

5a-5c—general resident, 
recreational, and industrial, no 
elevated area considered 

western general area All grids in western parcel 

5d—resident, no elevated area 
considered 

eastern general area All grids in eastern parcel, sector A 

5d2—same as 5d with eastern 
boundary moved 

eastern general area Same as 5d with boundary shifted 10 m to 
the east 

6—buffer zone evaluation western buffer area Block of grids, one grid in width (east-
west) by 6 grids in height (north-south). 
Bounded by grids 247 (north side) and 98 
(south) 

6b—buffer zone evaluation western buffer area Similar to 6a, but two grids wide (east-
west) by 6 grids in height (north-south). 
Bounded by grids 248, 247, 98, and 99. 

6c—buffer zone evaluation eastern buffer area Similar to 6a, but in eastern parcel. One 
grid wide, bounded by grids 246 (north 
side) and 97 (south). 

6d—buffer zone evaluation western 
and 
eastern 

buffer area Similar to 6a, but in western and eastern 
parcels. Two grids wide, bounded by grids 
247, 246, 97, and 98. 
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Estimation of Th-230 to Th-232 Ratio 
 
The ratio of Th-230 to Th-232 is used to estimate the concentration of Th-230 present in the 
soils at the AAR site (most samples were not analyzed for Th-230).  This ratio had previously 
been determined by AAR to be 2.0, which had been accepted by NRC staff (NRC 2004).  
However, as part of the reevaluation of the combined dose assessment, NRC staff determined 
that under certain circumstances the ingrowth of Ra-226 from Th-230 could be significant.  
Thus, staff reevaluated the ratio of Th-230 to Th-232 for soils at the AAR site.  The staff 
considered all the available data on soil samples for which both Th-230 and Th-232 
concentrations were determined.  These data include the following: 
 A single sample analyzed by AAR in 1990.  Data for this sample were provided by AAR 

under cover of a July 23, 2001, letter from AAR to NRC (AAR 2001). 
 Six samples analyzed by AAR in 1995.  Data for these samples were provided by AAR 

under cover of a March 19, 2001, letter from AAR to NRC (Koh 2001).  
 A large number of samples taken by ORISE, the NRC staff’s contractor, in 2003, as part of a 

confirmatory survey of portions of the AAR site (ORISE 2004).  This includes 27 samples 
taken at 15 judgmental sample locations (most locations had two different depths of 
samples) and 94 samples taken at 57 borehole location (most boreholes had two samples at 
different depths).  

 
NRC staff compiled all the data from the AAR and ORISE samples.  Background concentrations 
were subtracted to determine net concentrations of Th-230 and Th-232.  Data for which either 
the Th-230 or Th-232 net concentration was negative were eliminated from further consideration 
(negative results would result in meaningless ratios).  This dataset is considered the “ratios” 
dataset.   
 
To evaluate representativeness of this ratios dataset, staff compared the distribution of Th-232 
concentrations for the ratios dataset to the distribution of concentrations for the dataset used to 
characterize the western parcel of the AAR site.  Staff notes that the distributions were 
somewhat different, with the ratios dataset containing more samples with higher Th-232 
concentrations (this is not unexpected, as many of the samples were taken at locations biased 
toward higher levels of contamination).  
 
(In the following, all Th-230 and Th-232 concentrations are net.)  The staff also evaluated the 
potential trend in Th-230/Th-232 ratio versus Th-232 concentration.  As a function of Th-232 
concentration, the trend in local average concentrations (an average of ratio values for 20 
consecutive samples) appears relatively flat at Th-232 concentrations greater than 0.037 Bq/g 
(1.0 pCi/g).  At lower concentrations, there is increased variability in the Th-230/Th-232 ratios, 
perhaps as a result of concentrations in the range of background.  Based on this, the staff chose 
to base a mean Th-230/Th-232 ratio on the data with net Th-232 concentration greater than 
0.037 Bq/g (1.0 pCi/g).  Staff considered using a mean weighted by concentration, as that might 
ideally better represent the total quantity of Th-230 present.  Staff decided that the extra 
complexity in calculating a weighted mean was not necessary, given the relatively flat trend of 
ratios versus Th-232 concentration.  The arithmetic mean ratio is considered appropriate, and 
was used.   
 
The result, for Th-232 concentrations greater than 0.037 Bq/g (1.0 pCi/g), is a mean ratio of 
Th-230/Th-232 of 2.62 (based on net Th-230 and net Th-232).  This value was then used in 
estimating Th-230 concentrations for the western and eastern parcel samples based on the 
measured Th-232 concentrations.  
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Calculation of Average Concentrations for the Modeling 
 
As described above, the data provided in the AAR Phase II characterization report are gross 
concentrations of Th-nat.  Gross concentrations of Th-232 were determined by the NRC staff as 
the Th-nat concentration divided by 2.  Then, net concentrations of Th-232 were determined by 
subtracting the background concentration, for which staff considers the value of 0.024 Bq/g 
(0.65 pCi/g), based on the AAR determination (see above), to be acceptable.  Net Th-230 
concentrations were estimated from the net Th-232 concentration and the Th-230/Th-232 ratio 
of 2.62, described above.  The result was concentrations of Th-232 and Th-230 for each soil 
sample in the areas of consideration for the AAR site (the western parcel and the western-most 
section (Sector A) of the eastern parcel).  
 
The NRC staff then calculated arithmetic mean concentrations for the areas associated with 
each dose scenario.  Each sample location was considered representative of 25 m2, because, 
generally, four equally spaced samples were taken in each 100 m2 grid (the numbered grids).  In 
some cases, only a single composite sample was taken in a grid.  In these cases, the value is 
weighted four times, because of the 4 times greater area.  Results of the calculations are shown 
in the table below.  Results are provided in units of pCi/g, as provided in the AAR documents; to 
convert to Bq/g, multiply by 0.037.  
 
As mentioned earlier, two of the “survey-unit” type areas in the weastern parcel include soil 
under the building.  This was done to create survey units of a reasonable size and shape for the 
exposure scenarios and because it is known that there is contamination under part of the 
building (the “new addition” or “plant addition” area) that was remediated by AAR.  
Concentrations in the soil under the building were taken from AAR characterization reports.  
These concentrations were weighted with the concentrations for soil outside the building to 
develop the averages shown in Figure A-2.  It is noted that the characterization of the soil under 
the buildings was based on a small number of boreholes, so there may be uncertainty in the 
actual concentrations remaining under the building.  
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Average Concentrations for Use in Dose Modeling (pCi/g *) 
Average for area For modeling 

Scenario 
and area 

Specific area and 
depth Th-nat Th-232 Th-230 

General 
area 

Th-232 a Th-232 Th-230 
hot spot 110.30 55.15 144.49 9.80 45.35 118.81

general 0–1 m 19.61 9.80 25.68  9.80 25.68
1a,c,d- 
Western 

general 1–2 m 5.60 2.80 7.34  2.80 7.34
   

hot spot 32.68 16.34 42.80 1.83 14.50 38.00
general 0–1 m 3.67 1.84 4.81  1.84 4.81

1b- 
Eastern 

general 1–2 m 0.73 0.37 0.96  0.37 0.96
        

hot spot 110.30 55.15 144.49 9.80 45.35 118.81
general 0–1 m 19.61 9.80 25.68  9.80 25.68

2a- 
Western 

general 1–2 m 5.60 2.80 7.34  2.80 7.34
   

hot spot 32.68 16.34 42.80 1.83 14.50 38.00
general 0–1 m 3.67 1.84 4.81  1.84 4.81

2b- 
Eastern 

general 1–2 m 0.73 0.37 0.96  0.37 0.96
        

hot spot 110.30 55.15 144.49 6.21 48.94 128.22
general 0–1 m 12.42 6.21 16.27  6.21 16.27

3- 
Western 

general 1–2 m 8.54 4.27 11.18  4.27 11.18
        

general 0–1 m 11.3–35.8 5.66–17.9 14.8–47.0  5.66–17.9 14.8–47.04a- 
Western^ general 1–2 m 4.34 2.17 5.69  2.17 5.69
   

general 0–1 m 1.16–12.1 0.58–6.04 1.52–15.8  0.58–6.04 1.52–15.84b- 
Eastern^ general 1–2 m 2.51 1.26 3.29  1.26 3.29
        

general 0–1 m 21.20 10.60 27.78  10.60 27.785a,b,c- 
Western general 1–2 m 5.60 2.80 7.34  2.80 7.34
   

general 0–1 m 3.96 1.98 5.19  1.98 5.195d- 
Eastern general 1–2 m 0.73 0.37 0.96  0.37 0.96
        

general 0–1 m 2.90 1.45 3.79  1.45 3.795d2-
Eastern general 1–2 m 0.73 0.37 0.96  0.37 0.96
        

6a: one-grid wide 44.69 22.34 58.54  22.34 58.54
6b: two-grid wide 37.36 18.68 48.94  18.68 48.94
6c: one-grid wide 17.67 8.83 23.15  8.83 23.15

6- 
Buffer 

6d: two-grid wide 31.18 15.59 40.84  15.59 40.84
*For Bq/g, multiply by 0.037.  Concentrations are net (above background). 
^Only the expected maximum exposure area concentration is listed.  See figure A-1 and A-2 for other 
concentrations. 
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Figure A-1  The base map shows gross soil concentrations (pCi/g) of Th-nat in the first layer (0–1 m depth) for the western parcel and western part of the eastern parcel of the AAR site (AAR Phase II Report, 
Koh 1999).  Areas evaluated in scenario 4 are overlayed in light blue (western parcel), orange (eastern parcel, option 1), navy blue (eastern parcel, option 2), and yellow (maximum expected concentration) for 
these areas.  Net concentrations of Th-232 are provided in pCi/g for each overlayed area.  1 pCi/g = 0.037 Bq/g.  
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Figure A-2  The base map shows gross soil concentrations (pCi/g) of Th-nat in the first layer (0–1 m depth) for the eastern part of the eastern parcel of the AAR site (AAR Phase II Report, Koh 
1999).  Areas evaluated in scenario 4 for the eastern parcel are overlayed in orange.  Note: two of these areas are averages for areas that include soil under the building to make the areas a 
reasonable size and shape for the exposure scenarios.  Net concentrations of Th-232 are provided in pCi/g for each overlayed area.  1 pCi/g = 0.037 Bq/g.  
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APPENDIX B  DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SCENARIOS 
 
Scenarios for the AAR combined dose assessment1 

 Elevated area2 General (0-1 m)3 General (1-2 m)3 

Scenarios Evaluated to Provide Information on the Potential Uncertainty or Variability In Predicted Doses Due to Various Factors 
Scenario 1— 
Resident 
gardener and 
elevated area 
directly 
underneath 
the house4 
 

Concentration  Grid 247 for western and 214 
for eastern concentration 
minus 0-1 m general area 
concentration5 
 
 
 
 

General area concentration from 0-
1 m (6175 or 9350 m2)6 

General area concentration from 
1-2 m (6175 or 9350 m2) 

                                                 
1Unless otherwise stated, the scenario evaluated will be a resident gardener with plant ingestion rates and percentage of contaminated food representative of 
North Central region, using information from the US EPA Exposure Factors handbook (Tables 9-21 and 13-71).  Updated plant transfer factors for Ra based on 
the most recent information and recommendations will be used.  Problem-specific shielding factors (i.e., radionuclide and expected materials/configurations for 
Mid-west homes) were calculated using MCNPX. 
2 Hot spot area is always assumed to be 100 m2 due to assumption that soil is mixed within at least a 10 m x 10 m x 1 m volume (current landscape is wooded 
and/or uneven land surfaces).  Three simulations are generally needed for each set of results (i) hot spot, (ii) general area from 0-1 meter and (ii) general area 
from 1-2 meters. 
3 Unless otherwise stated, general area concentrations are assumed to be over a 6175 m2 area for the western parcel and 9350 m2 area for the eastern parcel.  For 
many scenarios, two sets of results will be provided for the (i) western and (ii) eastern parcels.  Specific results to be provided will be noted in the first column 
identifying the scenario. 
4 Scenarios 1 and 2 are considered less likely or bounding because the probability of building a house directly on top of (or next to) the highest 100 m2 area 
concentration (Grid 247 for western or Grid 97/122 for eastern) is very low.  The chance of building a house (or houses) directly or partially on any hot spot is 
more likely as the percentage of the western parcel area significantly above the area-wide concentration of 40 pCi/g total thorium (a factor of two above or 80 
pCi/g) is approximately 900 m2 / 6175 m2 = 0.15. 
5 Total hotspot will be evaluated by combining the general area concentration with the hot spot concentration (runs will be summed); subtracting out the 
difference in concentrations avoids the problem of double-counting the difference in concentration when summing the doses from the two simulations. 
6 The average area-wide concentration with the hot spot grid assumed to be zero pCi/g will be re-calculated.  This is necessary because the hot spot is treated and 
run separately (if the area-wide concentration is not re-calculated the contribution from the hot spot will be double-counted because the hot spot would also be 
assumed to be distributed in larger area when calculating the area-wide concentration). 
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Shielding Concrete/Gravel (or 
crawlspace for 4d) and wood 
framed house; center 
reference7 

Concrete/Gravel (or crawlspace 
for 4d) and wood framed house; 
center reference7 

Concrete/Gravel and wood 
framed house; center reference7 

Pathways External dose to indoor 
receptor only (dose to outside 
receptor from elevated area 
considered insignificant)8 

Same as base case9 Same as base case9 Results 1a 
(western, no 
erosion); 1b 
(eastern, 
uncertain 
erosion);  
1c (western, 
uncertain 
erosion); 1d 
(western, 
crawlspace, no 
erosion)  
 

Other Factors  No erosion.  Leaching 
consistent with assumption 
regarding loss of institutional 
controls and initiation of land 
use scenario (1) at t=1000 
years (leaching in wooded 
area but no irrigation) and (2) 
t=100 years (significantly 
reduced leaching underneath 
house—factor of 10 less 
precipitation and irrigation) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

(1) No erosion (scenario 1a) and 
(2) erosion uncertain (scenarios 1b 
and 1c) with the implicit 
assumption that institutional 
controls fail or the site is 
developed earlier rather than later 
in the 1000 year compliance 
period 

(1) No erosion (scenario 1a) and 
(2) erosion uncertain (scenario 
1b and 1c) with the implicit 
assumption that institutional 
controls fail or the site is 
developed earlier rather than 
later in the 1000 year 
compliance period 

                                                 
7 Consistent with the likelihood of Scenario 1, a conservative assumption for the shielding materials is a wood frame house with a 4 inch concrete basemat (with 
4 inches of gravel).  Most basemats are 6-8 inches and some houses are brick framed which would provide additional shielding. 
8 Preliminary calculations showed that dose rates to receptors outside were reduced, in comparison to indoor dose rates--to 3% and less than 1% at 5 and 10 m, 
respectively, from the house. Time outdoors is assumed to be spent in all parts of the exposure area, so the impact of the contamination under the house to 
outdoor exposures is expected to be insignificant. 
9 Base case pathways include external; ingestion of plants, animals, and soil; and inhalation consistent with a resident gardener scenario.  The base case does not 
include drinking contaminated groundwater, because the underlying aquifer is not expected to be used as a source of drinking water (Barr, 2009).  However, 
irrigation with contaminated water was assumed for conservatism.  
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Scenario 2—
Resident 
gardener and 
elevated area 
side-gradient 
of the house4 

Concentration  Grid 247 for western and 214 
for eastern concentration 
minus 0-1 m general area 
concentration also assume 0-
2 m thickness (double-
counted 1-2 m interval for 
inside external dose5 

General area concentration for  
0-1 m (6175  or 10,000 m2) and 
general area concentration for 0-1 
m (100 m2 and 100 m2)  

General area concentration from 
1-2 m (6175 or 10,000 m2) and 
general area concentration for 1-
2 m (100 m2 and 100 m2) 

Shielding Concrete walled basement 
and wood frame house; 
center reference10 

Concrete walled basement and 
wood frame house; center 
reference 

Concrete walled basement and 
wood frame house; center 
reference 

Pathways External dose to indoor and 
outdoor receptor; ingestion 
and inhalation11 

Same as base case9 Same as base case9 

Results 2a 
(western) and 
2b (eastern) 

Other Factors Erosion uncertain with the 
implicit assumption that 
institutional controls fail or 
the site is developed earlier 
rather than later in 1000 year 
compliance period 
 
 
 
 
 

Erosion uncertain with the implicit 
assumption that institutional 
controls fail or the site is 
developed earlier rather than later 
in 1000 year compliance period 

Erosion uncertain with the 
implicit assumption that 
institutional controls fail or the 
site is developed earlier rather 
than later in the 1000 year 
compliance period 

                                                 
10 For scenario 2, the dose from the elevated area was calculated two different ways.  In the first case the elevated area was run as if the receptor were standing on 
the elevated area.  Using a similar reference point in MCNPX an effective shielding factor of 0.07 that corrected the dose due to the presence of (i) shielding and 
(ii) distance from the source was calculated.  In a second “verification” calculation, two RESRAD simulations were run to estimate the dose due to (i) outside 
and (ii) inside exposure for the elevated area.  Two simulations were needed due to the differences in the assumed receptor location (i.e., for the indoor dose the 
receptor is assumed to be located side gradient of the hot spot instead of on top of the source in the outdoor exposure calculation).  For the inside exposure 
calculation, a shielding factor of 2.7 calculated by MCNPX was needed to adjust the RESRAD-predicted dose higher to account for reduced shielding afforded 
by the air filled basement versus an equivalent soil filled “basement” assumed in RESRAD.  The two different calculational results led to virtually the same 
predicted dose.  
11 An outdoor fraction of 0.008 based on a total of 2.92 days gardening per year in NUREG 5512, Volume 3, was assumed for the occupancy factor for the 
elevated area.  No reduction in the outdoor fraction for the general area contamination due to gardening was assumed.  
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Scenario 3—
Resident 
gardener and 
elevated area 
located side-
gradient of 
house and no 
differentiation 
between 
western and 
eastern parcels 

Concentration  Grid 247 western 
concentration minus 0-1 m 
general area concentration 
calculated for this specific 
scenario5 

Average grids in the western and 
eastern parcels surrounding grid 
247 in the 0-1 m interval (and 
assume grid 247 concentration is 
zero) (this grid location is on the 
border with the eastern parcel)  A 
2500 m2 block is assumed. 
 

Average grids in the western and 
eastern parcels surrounding grid 
247 in the 1-2 m interval (this 
grid location is on the border 
with the eastern parcel). 
A 2500 m2 block is assumed. 
 

Shielding Concrete walled basement 
and wood or brick framed 
house; center reference10 

Concrete walled basement and 
wood or brick framed house; 
center reference 

Concrete walled basement and 
wood or brick framed house; 
center reference 

Pathways External dose to indoor and 
outdoor receptor; ingestion 
and inhalation11 

Same as base case9 Same as base case9 

Results 3 

Other Factors Erosion uncertain with the 
implicit assumption that 
institutional controls fail or 
the site is developed earlier 
rather than later in 1000 year 
compliance period 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Erosion uncertain with the implicit 
assumption that institutional 
controls fail or the site is 
developed earlier rather than later 
in 1000 year compliance period 

Erosion uncertain with the 
implicit assumption that 
institutional controls fail or the 
site is developed earlier rather 
than later in the 1000 year 
compliance period 
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Concentration  None Average 0-1 m concentration for 
region of western and eastern 
parcels that has the highest 
contiguous area of elevated 
concentrations (and other 
similarly sized exposure areas). 

Average 1-2 m concentration for 
region of western and eastern 
parcels that has the highest 
contiguous area of elevated 
concentrations (and other 
similarly sized exposure areas). 

Shielding NA Composite shielding factor 
representing homes with either a 
wood or brick frame; all center 
referenced.13 

Composite shielding factor 
representing homes with either a 
wood or brick frame; all center 
referenced. 

Scenario 4—
Resident 
Gardner; and 
concentration 
representative 
of larger 
elevated area 
(basement and 
slab)12 

Pathways NA Same as base case9 Same as base case9 

                                                 
12 As it would be difficult to predict exactly where a house or homes would be built and/or a garden(s) located, it was deemed practical to calculate average 
concentrations for smaller exposure areas (e.g., 2000 versus 10,000 m2 areas) to more reasonably evaluate the risk from larger, contiguous areas of elevated 
contamination.  Scenario 4 represents this more realistic “elevated area” scenario.  For example, the average concentration in the total area bounded by grids 371, 
367, 156 and 35 (2250 m2) in the most contaminated (southern) portion of the western parcel, and the average concentration for what was expected to be one of 
the most elevated areas in the eastern parcel, Sector A (i.e., bounded by grids 216, 212, 93, and 97) with a total area of 2500 m2 was calculated.  However, the 
maximum eastern parcel exposure area selected could be considered arbitrary as it left out a strip of relatively clean soil to the south of the area for the sole 
purpose of maximizing concentration.  Therefore, Sector A (and portions of Sector D in the southeast portion of the site) of the eastern parcel was split into more 
reasonably selected exposure areas around 2000 m2 in area to provide a range of doses for smaller exposure areas in the most impacted regions of the eastern 
parcel (the western parcel was also split into three approximately equal areas).  Figures A-1 and A-2 delineate the smaller exposure areas evaluated for this 
scenario.  The area delineated by the yellow dashed lines represents what was expected to be the exposure area with the maximum concentration.  Two sets of 
exposure areas were calculated for the western portion of the eastern parcel (one set of areas is delineated in orange and the other set in navy blue with dashed 
lines). 
13 Three calculations were conducted to estimate the dose for a home with a basement.  In the base case calculation, an effective shielding factor of 0.36 
calculated by MCNPX with a reference point in the center of the contaminated land was used (similar assumption is assumed by default in RESRAD) which 
accounts for the reduction in the RESRAD-predicted dose due to (i) shielding of the basement walls and wood frame and (ii) reduction in dose due to distance of 
source from the indoor receptor when a basement removes contamination from directly underneath the house.  Two separate “verification” calculations were 
conducted using a shielding factor of 1.8 calculated by MCNPX if a center reference of clean soil is used underneath the house in lieu of contaminated soil.  The 
higher shielding factor is needed to adjust the dose higher due to the additional shielding afforded by the clean soil assumed in RESRAD versus the actual 
basements walls and wood frame assumed in this scenario.  The shielding factor of 1.8 was applied in two calculations (i) when a geometry correction is utilized 
in RESARD for non-circular sources to simulate the actual geometry of the source and receptor and (ii) when a 100 m2 area dose is subtracted from the larger 
area dose to account for the removal of contamination underneath the house.  The dose ranged from around 0.8 to 1.1 mSv/yr (80-105 mrem/yr) using these three 
calculational approaches with the higher value representing the base case.  The higher dose was reported in Table 5 above.  The two “verification” calculations 
using the shielding factor of 1.8 may be less accurate due to simplifications in the calculations that were necessarily made by RESRAD (e.g., circular source 
assumption in the subtraction calculation and errors associated with dose conversion factor interpolation used to calculate the external dose in RESRAD which 
may be greater for the two verification calculations in comparison to the near infinite source assumed in the base case calculation). 
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Result 4a 
(western), 4b 
(eastern) 

Other Factors NA Erosion uncertain with the 
implicit assumption that 
institutional controls fail or the 
site is developed earlier rather 
than later in the 1000 year 
compliance period 

Erosion uncertain with the 
implicit assumption that 
institutional controls fail or the 
site is developed earlier rather 
than later in the 1000 year 
compliance period 

Scenario 6—
Dose to 
resident in 
eastern from 
western parcel  
Result 6 

Calculates the average external dose in the eastern parcel due to contamination from the western parcel weighted to the 
occupancy factor for an outside receptor and weighted to the occupancy and shielding factor for an indoor receptor.  The 
dose results from this scenario could be added to the dose results from the other scenarios that evaluate dose to a resident 
gardener on the eastern parcel and can be viewed as a safety margin for the eastern parcel to ensure LTR criteria for 
unrestricted use can be met. 
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Scenarios Recommended for Direct Comparison Against Radiological Criteria for License Termination 
Scenario 5—
Resident, 
Recreational, 
and Industrial 
Scenarios14 

Concentration  NA General area concentration from 
0-1 m in western parcel 

General area concentration from 
1-2 m in western parcel 

Shielding NA Slab home for resident and 
industrial15; none for 
recreational 

Slab home for resident and 
industrial; none for recreational 

Pathways NA Same as base case for resident9 

External exposure, soil 
ingestion, and inhalation for 
recreational and industrial 

Same as base case for resident9 

External exposure, soil ingestion, 
and inhalation for recreational and 
industrial 

Result 5a 
(resident), 5b 
(recreational), 
5c (industrial, 
5d (resident, 
eastern), and 
5d2 (eastern 
w/ buffer) Other Factors NA Uncertain erosion for resident, 

industrial scenarios. 
No erosion consistent with 
current wooded landscape of the 
site for recreational. 

Uncertain erosion for resident, 
industrial scenarios.  No erosion 
consistent with current wooded 
landscape of the site for 
recreational scenario. 

                                                 
14 Scenario 5b represents the potentially realistic scenario that institutional controls are lost at some point in the future such that a hiker/trespasser could get 
access to the site.  Due to the low occupancy factors for a hiker and elimination of pathways, the dose results are expected to be significantly lower but are 
provided for information. 
15 Also evaluated a brick building for industrial scenario (5c). 
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APPENDIX C  SHIELDING FACTORS FOR RECEPTORS IN HOUSES 
 
For the dose assessments for the AAR site, the external gamma radiation pathway is a sensitive 
pathway.  The NRC staff had performed an evaluation of derived concentration guideline levels 
for elevated areas (DCGLemc) for the AAR site in 2004 (NRC 2004).  Based on internal NRC 
staff concerns, staff has reevaluated the dose from elevated areas, and has now evaluated the 
combined dose from elevated areas and general (wide-area) contamination.  Initially, staff had 
used the MicroShield software (Grove) to calculate shielding factors for receptors inside houses 
built over contaminated areas.  In developing this current report, NRC staff determined that the 
geometries available in the MicroShield software were too limited for some of the shielding 
factors needed (especially for a receptor inside a house with a basement, where contamination 
surrounded the house but was not underneath the house).  Staff has used the MCNPX code to 
calculate shielding factors for receptors inside houses, with the shielding factors to then be used 
in the RESRAD code for the overall dose calculations.  This appendix summarizes the 
calculation of the shielding factors.   
 
Geometries Evaluated 
 
The staff evaluated the likelihood of different foundation types being used in resident 
construction.  For this assessment, residences of interest are only new construction, as resident 
buildings do not presently exist on the AAR site.  The U.S. Census tracks data on foundation 
type used in new home construction.  The data are generally available for regions of the U.S., 
but not for individual States or local areas.  Staff obtained the data for the Midwest region, for 
the period 1971–2007 (U.S. Census 2008).  For this complete period, the foundation types for 
new homes averaged 78% basements, 12% a slab (or other), and 11% a crawl space (sum 
exceeds 100% due to rounding).  From these data, use of crawl space construction shows a 
decreasing trend over time, with the average for the last five years of the period being 6%.  NRC 
staff contacted the City of Livonia, Michigan, to discuss types of foundations used in Livonia.  
The plan reviewer for resident building permits stated that no houses have been built with crawl 
spaces in Livonia for many years (Banovac 2008)  Based on this information about foundations 
in Livonia, and on the decreasing trend in the use of crawl spaces regionally, the NRC staff 
considers the use of crawl spaces for future construction to be less likely.  With this designation, 
doses will be calculated for this foundation configuration to inform the decision in the AAR case, 
but are not considered required for compliance.  Foundation types of a slab and a basement are 
considered more likely and are analyzed for compliance. 
 
In addition, NRC staff has considered different types of siding that may be used on houses.  
Staff has chosen to consider two different types—wood-sided and brick-sided houses.  These 
variations are considered only for the slab foundation type, which is the more limiting foundation 
type. 
 
Slab Foundation Geometry And Parameters 
 
This scenario evaluates only the direct exposure through the flooring.  According to the 
Michigan Resident Code of 2003, requirement R506.1, concrete slabs for resident spaces must 
be a minimum of 8.9 cm (3.5 inches) thick.  In the following figure, taken from Appendix F of the 
Michigan Resident Code it illustrates the possible configurations of foundations.  While Wayne 
County is not currently designated as a Zone 1 county, the illustrations are useful for the 
displaying the use of a gravel sublayer under the slab except for in the case of the house with a 
crawl space. 
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Based on this information, the staff has assumed that a typical slab foundation would include a 
10-cm (4-in) slab on ground with a gravel sublayer of 10 cm (4 in).  Additional details of the 
geometry are as follows.  The house is a one-floor house, with the concrete slab and gravel 
layer on top of existing ground level.  The gravel was considered to have the same composition 
and density of the soil.  Two types of outer siding are considered: wood and brick.  For the 
wood-sided house,  the walls of the house are made up of an outer layer of wood, 2.54 cm 
(1 inch) thick and an inner layer of gypsum, 1.25 cm (0.5 inch) thick.  For the brick sided house, 
the brick siding is considered to be 10 cm (4 inches) thick.  Each of the four walls has a window 
located centrally in the wall (a single window representing multiple actual windows), covered 
with a glass pane about 0.6 cm (0.25 inch) thick with the outer glass surface flush with the outer 
wall surface of the house.   
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Description of Parameters for Slab Foundation Shielding Factor Calculations 
Parameter Description 

Basic geometry house sits above the grade of the 
contaminated soil 

Footprint area of house 10 m × 10 m (33 ft × 33 ft) 
Size of contaminated area-for elevated area 
assessment 

equal to footprint of house 

Size of contaminated area for general area 
assessment 

100 m × 100 m (330 ft × 330 ft) 

Thickness of contaminated area 2 m (6.6 ft) 
Foundation and floor 10 cm (4 inch) thick layer of gravel, density 

1.5 g/cm3; 10 cm (4-inch) thick concrete 
slab floor, density 2.25 g/cm3. 

Height of walls 2.5 m (8 ft) 
Windows 2 panes of glass, each 0.6 cm (0.25 

inches) thick, size 4 m × 1.25 m (13 ft × 4 
ft) (a single window representing multiple 
actual windows), density 2.2.3 g/cm3. 

Wood-sided house: wall construction wood siding on wood sheathing, effective 
thickness 2.54 cm (1 inch), density 0.7 
g/cm3; gypsum inner wall 1.25 cm (0.5 
inch) thick, density 2.32 g/cm3. 

Brick-sided house: wall construction brick siding, thickness 10 cm (4 inches), 
density 2.25 g/cm3. 

 
For certain of the dose calculations, a composite of the two types of siding for slab houses is 
used.  A report documenting parameters for the probabilistic RESRAD and RESRAD-BUILD 
codes provides a breakdown of the principal building material for exterior walls (NRC 2000).  
Based on data from the late 1990s, 27% of homes had brick or stone (assumed similar to brick 
for shielding); 56% had wood or vinyl or aluminum (the latter two are assumed similar to wood 
for shielding); and the remaining 17% had stucco (also assumed similar to wood for shielding).  
Based on this breakdown, a composite shielding factor is based on weighting factors of 27% for 
brick siding and 73% for wood siding.   
 
Basement Geometry And Parameters 
 
The house with a basement is different from the slab foundation house.  The basement is 
assumed to be 2.5 m (8 ft) in height, and fully below grade.  The house has two floors above the 
basement.  The construction of the walls and windows for the first and second floor are identical 
to those of the one-floor house.  The basement walls and floor are made of 10 cm (4 inch) 
concrete, with no windows.  Note that for the basement geometry, the reference case for the 
determination of shielding factors must match the geometry used in RESRAD for the dose 
calculations.  This reference case may not represent a physically realistic configuration, and 
may differ from the reference cases for the other geometries.  
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Description of Parameters for Basement Foundation Shielding Factor Calculations 
Parameter Description 

Basic geometry house sits in the ground, so no 
contaminated material is below the 
basement floor; contaminated soil is next 
to (for elevated area contamination) or 
surrounds (for generalized contamination) 
the basement walls 

Depth of basement floor 2.5 m (8 ft) below grade  
Footprint area of house 10 m × 10 m (33 ft × 33 ft) 
Size of contaminated area-for elevated area 
assessment 

equal to footprint of house 

Size of contaminated area-for for general area 
assessment 

100 m × 100 m (330 ft × 330 ft) 

Thickness of contaminated area 2 m (6.6 ft) 
Basement walls 10 cm (4 inch) thick concrete walls, density 

2.25 g/cm3. 
Height of walls for each level of house 2.5 m (8ft) 
Windows on first and second floors of house 2 panes of glass, each 0.6 cm (0.25 

inches) thick, size 4 m × 1.25 m (13 ft × 4 
ft) (a single window representing multiple 
actual windows), density 2.2.3 g/cm3. 

Wood-sided house: wall construction wood siding on wood sheathing, effective 
thickness 2.54 cm (1 inch), density 0.7 
g/cm3; gypsum inner wall 1.25 cm (0.5 
inch) thick, density 2.32 g/cm3. 

Floors in house (e.g., between basement and first 
floor) 

wood floor assumed, effective thickness 
2.54 cm (1 inch), density 0.7 g/cm3 

 
 
Crawl Space Geometry And Parameters 
 
The staff evaluated the crawl space foundation as a 1-meter crawl space with a 5 cm (2 in) thick 
drainage layer.  For the crawlspace configuration, some type of subfloor must be used, and a 
total thickness of 2.5 cm (1 in) of wood (subfloor plus finished floor) is assumed.  The crawl 
space geometry was only evaluated for elevated area contamination.  
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Description of Parameters for Crawl Space Foundation Shielding Factor Calculations 
Parameter Description 

Basic geometry house sits above the grade of the 
contaminated soil 

Footprint area of house 10 m × 10 m (33 ft × 33 ft) 
Size of contaminated area-for elevated area 
assessment 

equal to footprint of house 

Thickness of contaminated area 1 m (3.3 ft) 
Foundation and floor 5.0 cm (2 inch) thick layer of gravel 

drainage layer, density 1.8 g/cm3; 2.5 cm 
(1-inch) thick wood floor, density 0.6 g/cm3.

 
 
Geometry Of Receptor Locations 
 
The specific location of a receptor within the house can make a significant difference in the 
shielding provided by floors and walls.  In this assessment, the NRC staff makes an assumption 
that the average member of the critical group would spend equal amounts of time in all areas of 
the main living floors of a house.  For the slab foundation house, this simply means equal 
amounts of time in all areas of the single floor house.  For the basement foundation house, the 
staff assumes that essentially all time is spent on the first floor above the basement (with equal 
amounts of time in all areas of that floor).  Preliminary calculations included calculations of the 
shielding factor for receptors in the basement floor, first floor, and second floor, and the results 
were that the first floor shielding factor is between those of the basement and second floors, 
with lower shielding factors (thus less dose transmitted) for the basement.  Thus, the staff 
believes this assumption about location (the first floor) is reasonable.  
 
To implement the assumption that equal time is spent in all areas of a floor, the staff made the 
simplifying assumption that the 10 m ×10 m  (33 ft × 33 ft) house is composed of 25 equal-sized 
compartments.  The figure below depicts these compartments and the labels given to each 
unique compartment.  
 

A B C   

 D E   

  F   

     

     

 
The labeled locations (A–F) would have different time weighting factors, based on the number of 
similar subgrids within the overall floor.  These weighting factors are applied to shielding factors 
calculated for each individual receptor location.  
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For the case of a basement foundation and elevated area contamination next to the house, the 
six receptor points are insufficient, because symmetry does not exist in both x and y directions.  
For this case, shielding factors must be calculated for 15 of the 25 equal sized compartments, 
as indicated by the “X”s in the figure below.  The numbers show the x and y coordinates (in 
meters) of the centers of each compartment.   
 

x/y -4 -2 0 2 4 

4 X X X X X 

2 X X X X X 

0 X X X X X 

-2      

-4      

 
Results Of Shielding Factor Calculations 
 
The MCNPX code (version 2.5.0) (LANL, 2005) was used to calculate shielding factors, except 
for the crawl space geometry.  The radionuclides of interest are the Th-232 series and Th-230 
and its progeny.  These radionuclide chains have relatively similar energies for the gamma 
emmissions.  Preliminary calculations using the MicroShield code indicated very small 
differences between shielding factors for the Th-232 series emissions and the Th-230 progeny 
emissions, but the shielding is less effective for the Th-232 emissions.  A complication of the 
RESRAD runs is that the relative contributions of Th-232 series and Th-230 progeny varies with 
time for some of the scenario calculations, which could involve variation in the shielding factor 
over time.  To avoid this, a single shielding factor, from a single set of radionuclides, is desired.  
Therefore, for the MCNPX runs, photon energies for the Th-232 series were used.  This is 
conservative for cases when Th-230 progeny are important. 
 
The shielding factors are the ratio of dose at the receptor point with the house (i.e., the 
shielding) in place to the dose at the location F (the center where the house would be) with no 
house (shielding) in place.  Results are provided in the two tables below.  The weighted mean 
shielding factors are based on the weighting factors for locations A–F (or for the 15 locations for 
the basement case with elevated area contamination).  The weighted mean shielding factors are 
used in the dose assessment. 
 
For the crawl space geometry, the MicroShield Code (version 7) (Grove 2008) was used to 
calculate shielding factors.  This was done because (1) the geometries available within the 
MicroShield code are adequate to represent the crawl space geometry for elevated area 
contamination and (2) the crawl space geometry is used for a scenario that is considered less 
likely, so the results are not used for compliance; this calculation is thus less critical than for 
other scenarios, and the MicroShield results are considered acceptable.   
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Shielding factors calculated for different house type and receptor locations 

Individual receptor locations (weighting factor) 

A (0.16) B (0.32) C (0.16) D (0.16) E (0.16) F (0.04) 
Weighted 

mean 

1. Slab on grade with wood siding: with elevated area contamination 

0.086 0.101 0.101 0.114 0.116 0.116 0.104 

2. Slab on grade with wood siding: with generalized contamination 

0.458 0.403 0.391 0.295 0.286 0.272 0.369 

3. Slab on grade with brick siding: with elevated area contamination 

0.088 0.103 0.103 0.115 0.118 0.116 0.105 

4. Slab on grade with brick siding: with generalized contamination 

0.247 0.255 0.280 0.213 0.202 0.202 0.241 

5. Basement foundation, receptor in first floor: with generalized contamination * 

0.445 0.380 0.376 0.304 0.292 0.274 0.359 

6. Slab on grade, composite of wood houses and brick houses: generalized contamination**

      0.334 

7. Crawl space foundation: with elevated area contamination 

0.253 0.326 0.341 0.422 0.441 0.462 0.356 

* For the basement geometry, the reference case (for calculating the shielding factors) is a 
receptor above generalized contaminated soil (100 m × 100 m (330 ft × 330 ft)) that is 
surrounded by contaminated soil. 

** Composite based on 27% brick siding houses and 73% wood siding houses. 

 

Shielding factors (with weighting factor in parentheses) calculated for basement house 
type for elevated area contamination * 

x/y -4 -2 0 2 4 

4 0.0185 (0.08) 0.0278 (0.08) 0.0418 (0.08) 0.0728 (0.08) 0.162 (0.08) 

2 0.0208 (0.08) 0.0312 (0.08) 0.0507 (0.08) 0.0910 (0.08) 0.206 (0.08) 

0 0.0216 (0.04) 0.0329 (0.04) 0.0533 (0.04) 0.0960 (0.04) 0.214 (0.04) 

weighted mean 0.0745 

* For the basement geometry for elevated area contamination, the reference case (for 
calculating the shielding factors) is a receptor above a 10 m × 10 m (33 ft × 33 ft) area 
of contaminated soil.  
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APPENDIX D  PARAMETERS 

Parameter Units 
June 2005 PA 

(Western, 
industrial) 

June 2005 PA 
(Western, 
Industrial, 

Probabilistic)  
all default 

June 2005 PA 
(Western, 
resident) 

June 2005 PA 
(Western, 
resident, 

probabilistic) 

Differences in Western 
Parameters Compared to 

AAR’s assessment 

Differences for  
Eastern Parameters 

Contaminant Concentration Total Thorium 0-1 m 
(site-specific) 

pCi/g24 58 58 58 58 Scenario and Area specific 
See Table 1 

Scenario and Area specific 
See Table 125 

Contaminant Concentration Total Thorium 1-2 m 
(site-specific) 

pCi/g 12.9 12.9 12.9 12.9 See Table 1 See Table 12 

Kd, all zones, Thorium (site-specific) cm3/g 60000 lognormal 60,000 lognormal Correlated Correlated 
Kd, all zones, Radium (site-specific) cm3/g 70 lognormal 70 lognormal Correlated Correlated 
Kd, all zones, Pb (site-specific) cm3/g 100 lognormal 100 lognormal Correlated Correlated 
Plant Transfer Factor  default   lognormal 0.014 for Ra 26 0.014 for Ra3 

Meat Transfer Factor pCi/kg/pCi/d default   lognormal Did not vary Did not vary 
Milk Transfer Factor pCi/L/pCi/d default   lognormal Did not vary Did not vary 
Fish Transfer Factor pCi/kg/pCi/d default   lognormal Did not vary Did not vary 
Area of Contaminated Zone (site-specific) m2 6175  6175   9350 
Thickness of CZ (site-specific) m2 1  1  127 14 

Length Parallel to Aquifer Flow (site-specific) m2   78.58   97 
Cover Depth (site-specific) m2 0  0 (or 1 for 1 to 2 

meter interval)  
  

Density of Cover (site-specific) cm3/g   1.5    
Erosion Rate of Cover m/yr   0.001  RESRAD default RESRAD default 
Density of Contaminated Zone g/cm3 1.5 truncated normal 1.5 truncated normal   
Erosion Rate of Contaminated Zone m/yr 0.001 continuous log 0.001 

continuous log 

Scenario and area specific 
(no erosion for Scenario 1a 

and 5b, and for just the 
elevated area in scenario 
1c and uncertain erosion 

for all other scenarios and 
areas) 

 

Contaminated Zone Total Porosity dimensionless 0.4 truncated normal 0.4 truncated normal   
Contaminated Zone Field Capacity dimensionless 0.2  0.2    
Contaminated Zone Hydraulic Conductivity m/yr 10 bounded log 10 m/yr bounded log   
Contaminated Zone “b” Parameter dimensionless 5.3 bounded log 5.3 bounded log   
Humidity in Air g/m3   8    
Evapotranspiration Coefficient dimensionless 0.5 uniform 0.5 uniform   
Wind Speed m/s 2 bounded log 2 bounded log   
Precipitation m/yr 1.8  1.8 

 

Scenario and area specific 
(0.8 or 0.08) 

 

Scenario-specific (0.8 or 
0.08) 

                                                 
24 1 pCi/g = 0.037 Bq/g 
25 The eastern parcel was divided into four 10,000 m2 areas.  Sector “A” had the highest concentration (8 pCi/g) and was used in the analysis.  In the updated 2006 dose assessment, AAR used a separate concentration for the 0-1 meter and 1-2 meter soil intervals.  
26 The Ra plant transfer factor was not assumed to be an uncertain parameter. 
27 Two separate runs were performed with the site-specific source concentrations for the 0-1 m and 1-2 m intervals for the western and eastern parcels.   
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Parameter Units 
June 2005 PA 

(Western, 
industrial) 

June 2005 PA 
(Western, 
Industrial, 

Probabilistic)  
all default 

June 2005 PA 
(Western, 
resident) 

June 2005 PA 
(Western, 
resident, 

probabilistic) 

Change to Western 
Parameters 

Changes to 
Eastern 

Parameters from 2002 
assessment 

Irrigation m/yr 0.2  0.2 

 

Scenario specific (0.16 m 
(full), 0.016 m (significantly 
reduced), or no irrigation) 

 
Deterministic irrigation rate 

of 0.16 m/yr based on 
information in NUREG/CR 
5512, Volume 3 for MI and 
uniform distribution (factor 

of two above/below 
deterministic value) 

Scenario specific (0.16 m 
(full) or 0.016 m (significantly 

reduced), ) 
 

Deterministic irrigation rate 
of 0.16 m/yr based on 

information in NUREG/CR 
5512, Volume 3 for MI and 

uniform distribution (factor of 
two above/below 

deterministic value) 
Irrigation Mode NA overhead  overhead    
Runoff coefficient dimensionless 0.2  0.2 uniform   
Watershed area for nearby stream or pond m2   1,000,000    
Accuracy for water/soil computations dimensionless   0.001    
Density of Saturated Zone g/cm3   1.5 truncated normal   
Saturated Zone Total Porosity dimensionless   0.4 truncated normal   
Saturated Zone Field Capacity dimensionless   0.2    
Saturated Zone Hydraulic Conductivity m/yr   100 bounded log   
Saturated Zone Hydraulic Gradient dimensionless   0.02 bounded log   
Saturated Zone “b” Parameter dimensionless   5.3 bounded log   
Water Table Drop Rate m/yr   0.001    
Well Pump Intake Depth m   10 triangular   
Model for Water Transport Parameters NA   Non-dispersion    
Well Pumping Rate m3/yr   250    
No. of Layers Unsaturated Zone    1    
Unsaturated Zone Thickness M   4 bounded log   
Unsaturated Zone Density g/cm3   1.5 truncated normal   
Unsaturated Zone Total Porosity dimensionless   0.4 truncated normal   
Unsaturated Zone Effective Porosity dimensionless   0.2 truncated normal   
Unsaturated Zone Field Capacity dimensionless   0.2    
Unsaturated Zone Hydraulic Conductivity m/yr   10 bounded log   
Unsaturated Zone “b” Parameter dimensionless   5.3 bounded log   
Inhalation Rate m3/yr 12,264  12,264    
Mass Loading for Inhalation g/m3 0.0001  0.0001 continuous linear   
Exposure Duration years 25  30    
Indoor Dust Filtration Factor dimensionless 0.4 uniform 0.4 uniform   
External Gamma Shielding Factor dimensionless 0.7  0.7 

bounded log 
Scenario and Site-specific 

(See Table 4) 
Scenario and Site-specific 

(See Table 4) 
Indoor Time Fraction dimensionless 0.17  0.66  (0.008 gardening)  
Outdoor Time Fraction dimensionless 0.06  0.12  (0.04 recreational)  
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Parameter Units 
June 2005 PA 

(Western, 
industrial) 

June 2005 PA 
(Western, 
Industrial, 

Probabilistic)  
all default 

June 2005 PA 
(Western, 
resident) 

June 2005 PA 
(Western, 
resident, 

probabilistic) 

Change to Western 
Parameters 

Changes to 
Eastern 

Parameters from 2002 
assessment 

Shape of the Contaminated Zone NA Circular  Circular 

 

Scenario-specific (used 
corrected geometry for 
scenario 2, 3, and 4c/d) 

Scenario-specific (used 
corrected geometry for 
scenario 2 and 4c/d) 

Fruit, Vegetable, and Grain Consumption kg/yr NA  84.6  24.7 24.7 
Leafy Vegetable Consumption kg/yr NA  7.4  3.2 3.2 
Milk Consumption L/yr NA  92 triangular 233 233 
Meat and Poultry Consumption kg/yr NA  65    
Fish Consumption kg/yr NA  21    
Other Seafood Consumption kg/yr NA  0    
Soil Ingestion g/yr 36.5 triangular 36.5 triangular 18.3, did not vary 18.3, did not vary 
Drinking Water Intake L/yr NA  510    
Contaminated Fraction:  Drinking Water dimensionless NA  1    
Contaminated Fraction:  Household Water dimensionless NA  1    
Contaminated Fraction:  Livestock Water dimensionless NA  1    
Contaminated Fraction:  Irrigation Water dimensionless NA  1    
Contaminated Fraction:  Aquatic Food dimensionless NA  0.5  1 1 
Contaminated Fraction:  Plant Food Dimensionless NA  -1  1 1 
Contaminated Fraction:  Meat Dimensionless NA  -1    
Contaminated Fraction:  Milk  Dimensionless NA  -1    
Livestock Fodder intake for Meat kg/day NA  68    
Livestock Fodder Intake for Milk kg/day NA  55    
Livestock Water Intake for Meat L/day NA  50    
Livestock Water Intake for Milk L/day NA  160    
Livestock Intake of Soil kg/day NA  0.5    
Mass Loading for Foliar Deposition g/m3 NA  0.0001    
Depth of Soil Mixing Layer m 0.15 triangular 0.15 triangular   
Depth of Roots m NA  0.9 uniform   
Groundwater Fractional Usage:  Drinking Water dimensionless NA  1    
Household Water dimensionless NA  1    

Livestock Water dimensionless NA  1    
Irrigation Water dimensionless NA  1    
Dose mrem/yr28 41.3 22.5 177 89   

Time year 612 46 130 41   

Pathway 1   external external external external   

Pathway 1 Dose   39 22 125 62   

Pathway 2   inhalation/soil inhalation/soil plant plant   

Pathway 2 Dose   2 1 42 21   

 
                                                 
28 1 mrem/yr=0.01 mSv/yr 


